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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

5.1 Conclusion  

Based on the findings on this research, it is concluded that: 

1) All the six processes types were found to have occurred in the address. The 

material process was the most frequently used process. The relational process and 

the mental process take the second and the third respectively. The last three 

processes are verbal process, existential process and behavioral process in a 

descending order of the occurrence frequencies. It indicates material processes are 

the best options for political aims, because material processes presented the 

action. Donald Trump is the politician who has background from a businessman. 

That makes him tends to use the „action word‟ on delivering his speech to his 

audience 

 

2) In transferring his political motivations to the people Donald Trump picking up 

three themes, they are : being unity, American‟s issue and citizen unity.  Each 

theme consists of one motivation. First motivation is to convey people being unity 

in one nation and fight together for the same vision and mission. Second 

motivation is to promise some problem solving for American people during his 

leadership time as his mission and third motivation is to persuade citizen get 

involved on supporting the vision and mission which are going to be realized on 

his leadership time.   
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3) To gain the attention as much as possible from his audience, Donald 

Trump applied political approach blaming, conveying, promising, and persuading 

in his speech, which shows his different attitudes and subjective emotions.  

 Blaming in political speech shows the others weakness and showing the 

problem that is not solved by the rival. That point can be used to give the 

comparison between speaker and his/her rival. The speaker can add what point 

that makes him becomes better than others and drive people to focus on speaker‟s 

values. 

 Conveying in political speech can make the audience realizes the speaker 

message. One simple fact can be important if the speaker able to convey his 

audience. On his speech, Donald Trump tried to convey American people that 

they are in one nation and has same dream like Trump has. Actually that is the 

simple fact that everybody knows, but Trump make it becomes such important 

thing which American people should be more realize. By conveying people for 

they have the same dream and spirit with Trump, he ensure the people that he will 

the good president for them because he is a part of them. 

 Promising is the key on political speech since the speaker stated what he 

will do as his mission. Trump promised the solutions for some American issue as 

the action which he will take if he becomes the next president. 

 Persuading on political speech aims to „ask‟ the audience doing something 

which the speaker wants. Trump persuaded his audience to choose him as he will 

be the right person to be his president.   
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5.2 Suggestion  

On this research, the suggestion that can be to the reader such below:  

Transitivity system analysis needs to be taught by English Foreign 

Language teachers teaching English text. This can be taken as a vivid example on 

applications of transitivity analysis in the research on classroom. It can be apply in 

both teaching reading and writing. Through examining main processes of a text, a 

listener or writer can better grasp the ideational function of the text and choices of 

words. Meanwhile, teachers also can enhance student‟s functional awareness and 

appreciative ability.  

In the course of teaching, teachers could have students focus on prominent 

transitivity features regarding processes. For example, teachers could start by 

asking questions like “do you realize in this article, what kind of processes the 

author chooses to express the event?” A useful follow-up step would be to ask, 

“What is the function of this process choice?” At the same time, teachers could 

choose several texts for the students to read comparatively. By introducing 

transitivity analysis in English language teaching, we not only help the listeners 

advance their reading comprehension, and their competence to understand the 

world, but help them probe into the essence of utterances. 

 

 

 

 


